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Summary 

Between 24 April and 9 May 2017 Oxford Archaeology East conducted an 
archaeological evaluation consisting of thirty trenches on two fields east of 
Fairfield Road, Framlingham, Suffolk (centered on TM 2887 6298). 

The evaluation has found archaological activity in proximity to the medieval 
centre of Framlingham. The southern field had a few medieval and post 
medieval drainage ditches and a watering hole. Several drainage gullies were 
also observed in the northern field. The main centre of activity, dating to high 
to late medieval periods, included two stone surfaces, several parallel ditches 
and three possible watering holes/ponds and concentrated along Fairfield 
Road on the western edge of the northern field. The presence of water 
features, surfaces and a lack of standing structures implies animal husbandry 
activity. The site may be the location of medieval cattle market or a fair in 
Framlingham. 

The site also found two features of probable Saxon date. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Scope of work 
1.1.1 Oxford Archaeology East (OAE) was commissioned by CGMS Consulting on behalf of 
Taylor Wimpey East Anglia to undertake a trial trench evaluation at the land east of Fairfield 
Road, Framlingham, Suffolk (Fig.1, centered on TM 2887 6298). 

1.1.2 The work was undertaken as a condition of Planning Permission (planning ref. 
DC/14/2747/FUL) between 24 April and 9 May 2017. A brief was set by Rachael Abraham of 
Suffolk County Council Archaeological Service (SCCAS) and a written scheme of investigation 
was produced by OAE (Drummond-Murray, 2017) detailing the Local Authority’s requirements 
for work necessary to discharge the planning condition. This document outlines how OAE 
implemented the specified requirements. 

1.2 Location, topography and geology 
1.2.1 The site lies to the south-east of the historic town of Framlingham along Fairfield Road which 
runs parallel to the River Ore rising from c. 24.7 AOD on the west side to 38.2 AOD on the east. 
The area of proposed development consists of two fields, measuring 6.5 hectares in total. 

1.2.2 The geology of the area is mapped as Crag Group Sand capped by Lowestoft Formation 
Diamicton and Holocene alluvial deposits of sand, clay, silt and gravel associated with the River 
Ore (BGS, 2017). 

1.3 Archaeological and historical background 
1.3.1 The following section is drawn from the desk-based assessment (Hawkins, 2013) and provides 
a brief summary of the archaeological background for the area surrounding the site, drawing 
on information held by the Suffolk Historic Environment Record (SHER). 

Prehistoric 

1.3.2 Very few Prehistoric finds are recorded within a 1km radius of the study site despite 
numerous archaeological interventions within this search area. A residual Mesolithic 
microlith, possibly an arrowhead is recorded from an archaeological evaluation at New Road, 
Framlingham (HER Ref: FML 025 – MSF 19108; TM 28136 63559). Unstratified Neolithic 
flintwork was recorded during an archaeological intervention at the Community Centre site, 
Framlingham (HER Ref: FML 039 – MSF 23330; TM 28571 63551). At the Mere, west of 
Framlingham Castle, evidence for a natural lake dating to the Bronze Age or earlier was 
identified (HER Ref: FML 021 – MSF 1556; TM 284 638). 

Roman 

1.3.3 Very few Roman finds are recorded within a 1km radius of the site. An iron stylus, 3rd 
century coin and cloths fitting are recorded as metal detecting finds from Framlingham Castle 
(HER Ref: FML 001 – MSF 16349; TM 287 638). A redeposited Roman sherd is recorded from 
an archaeological evaluation at New Road (HER Ref: FML 025 – MSF 19109; TM 28138 63557). 
Unstratified Roman finds are recorded from an archaeological intervention at the Community 
Centre site in Church Street (HER Ref: FML 039 – MSF 23330; TM 28571 63551). Roman metal 
finds are recorded from metal detecting at TM 291 636 (HER Ref: FML MISC MSF 19192; TM 
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291 636). A third century coin is recorded as a metal detecting find at TM 288 639 (HER Ref: 
FML – MISC – MSF 19189; TM 288 639) and two coins and a brooch are recorded from TM 
292 636 (HER Ref: FML MISC MSF 19191). 

Saxon and early medieval 

1.3.4 Relatively few finds of Anglo-Saxon or early medieval date are recorded within a 1km 
radius of the study site. Ipswich ware pottery with a date range of 650-850 AD is recorded 
from the outer bailey of Framlingham Castle (HER Ref: FML 002 – MSF 3150; TM 2863 6362). 
A late Saxon Manorial boundary was recorded at ‘The Maltings’, Bridge Street, Framlingham 
(HER Ref: FML 027 – MSF 1917; TM 28372 63541). 

Late medieval and post medieval 

1.3.5 The town and castle at Framlingham are of early medieval origin being founded 
c.1100AD (HER Ref: FML 001 – MSF 3149; TM 287 637 and HER Ref: FML 052 – MSF 23904, 
TM 2847 6361) though the village of Framlingham is mentioned in the Domesday book. The 
historic core of the town is located to the north of the site. During the late medieval, post 
medieval and modern periods the study site lay in an area of agricultural land. 

Previous work 

1.3.6 A geophysical survey (Masters, 2013) and a fieldwalking survey (PCA, 2013) were 
previously undertaken in the study area. The geophysical survey indicated a possible presence 
of a rectangular building in the north-west corner of the northern field and further 
disturbance (burning or demolition rubble) to the south. This survey also pointed to two 
backfilled post medieval ponds, one in each field, which are visible on the old OS and Tithe 
maps (Hawkins, 2013). The fieldwalking (Fig. 3) covered western section of the fields, along 
the Fairfield Road. The results of the fieldwalking were a very low artefact density on the 
northern field with some Roman pottery sherds and higher medieval and post medieval 
pottery density in the southern field. 
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2  EVALUATION AIMS AND METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Aims 
2.1.1 The project’s aims and objectives were as follows: 

i. To determine or confirm the general nature and the degree of preservation of 
any archaeological remains present. 

ii. To determine or confirm the approximate date or date range of any remains, 
by means of artefactual or other evidence. 

iii. To set results in the local, regional, and national archaeological context – and, 
in particular, its wider cultural landscape and past environmental conditions. 

iv. To provide sufficient information to construct an archaeological mitigation 
strategy, dealing with preservation, recording of archaeological deposits, 
working practices, timetables, and orders of cost. 

2.2 Methodology 
2.2.1 A total of thirty trenches on average measuring 50 x 1.8 m were excavated. 

2.2.2 The trial trenches were excavated by a mechanical excavator to the upper interface of 
archaeological features or deposits. A toothless ditching bucket was used to excavate the 
trenches. Overburden was excavated in spits not greater than 0.1m thick. All machine 
excavation was undertaken under the supervision of a suitably qualified and experienced 
archaeologist. 

2.2.3 Spoil was stored alongside trenches. Topsoil, subsoil, and archaeological deposits were 
kept separate during excavation, to allow for sequential backfilling of excavations. 

2.2.4 The footprint of each trench, spoil, exposed surfaces and features were scanned 
visually and with a metal-detector. 

2.2.5 All archaeological features and deposits were excavated by hand, in slots of at least 
0.5 m in width as discussed with SCCAS.  

2.2.6 Site survey was carried out using a survey-grade differential GPS (Leica CS10/GS08 or 
Leica 1200) fitted with "smartnet" technology with an accuracy of 5mm horizontal and 10mm 
vertical. 

2.2.7 A register has been kept of all trenches, features, and photographs. All features, layers 
and deposits have been issued with unique context numbers. Each feature is individually 
documented on context sheets, and hand-drawn in section and plan. Written descriptions are 
recorded on pro-forma sheets comprising factual data and interpretative elements. 

2.2.8 Site plans have been drawn at 1:50. Sections of features have been drawn at 1:10 or 
1:20. All sections are tied in to Ordnance Datum and the site plan is tied into the Ordnance 
Survey National Grid. 

2.2.9 All site drawings include the following information: site code, scale, plan or section 
number, orientation, date and initials of the archaeologist who prepared the drawing. 

2.2.10 The photographic record comprises of high resolution digital photographs including 
both general trench shots and specific features. Every feature has been photographed at least 
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once. Photographs include a scale, north arrow, site code, and feature number (where 
relevant), listed in the photograph register. 

2.2.11 Environmental bulk samples of 20l or 100% of the feature were collected on site and 
processed by tank flotation using a modified Siraff-type equipment. The floating residues was 
washed through 10mm, 5mm, 2mm and 0.5mm sieve. The separate environmental register 
has been kept. 

2.2.12 The site archive is currently held by OAE and will be deposited with the appropriate 
county stores in due course. 
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3 RESULTS 
3.1 Introduction and presentation of results 
3.1.1 The results of the evaluation are presented below, and include a stratigraphic description of 
the trenches that contained archaeological remains. The full details of all trenches with 
dimensions and depths of all deposits can be found in Appendix A. Finds data and spot dates 
are tabulated in Appendices B and C. Unless otherwise stated in individual trench descriptions, 
no finds were found. 

3.2 General soils and ground conditions 
3.2.1 The soil sequence between all trenches was fairly uniform. The natural geology of alluvial 
clays, sand and chalk was overlain by a thin layer of mid brownish grey sandy clay subsoil 
(0.10m thick), which in turn was overlain by a dark brownish grey sandy clay topsoil (0.30m 
thick). 

3.2.2 The subsoil was generally only present in the trenches 1, 3-5, 9-13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 
27 and 30 broadly located along the western edge of the site. The trenches to the east were 
situated on top of the hill and contained only a thin layer of topsoil overlying the natural 
geology. 

3.2.3 Ground conditions throughout the evaluation were generally good, and the trenches 
remained dry throughout. Archaeological features, where present, were identifiable against 
the underlying natural geology. 

3.3 General distribution of archaeological deposits 
3.3.1 Trenches in the southern field contained little or no archaeological remains. The main area of 
activity was concentrated along Fairfield Road in the northern field. 

3.3.2 Trenches 6, 15, 16, 19-26, 28 and 29 contained no archaeological remains and will not 
be discussed here. 

3.3.3 Trenches 19 and 26 contained a layer of colluvium, at least 0.9-1.1 m thick. The 
colluvium was mid orangey brown sandy clay and contained fragments of animal bone and 
12th-14th century pottery sherds. Machine-excavated slots through the colluvium showed no 
evidence of concealed features. 

3.3.4 A silver penny and a farthing were retrieved from the topsoil of Trenches 6 and 21 
respectively during metal detecting prior to machining. 

3.4 The southern field 
Trench 13 

3.4.1 Trench 13 was located in the north-western corner of the field with an east to west 
orientation. This trench contained one ditch aligned north to south near the eastern end. 
Ditch 35 had steeply sloping sides and a flat base, measuring 1.8m wide and 0.66m deep. It 
contained two fills, the basal fill (60) was 0.10 m thick and consisted of a mid brownish grey 
silty clay with frequent inclusions of small to medium stones. Overlying this was fill 36 which 
consisted of a light brownish grey sandy clay and measured 0.56 m thick. It contained frequent 
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pottery sherds dating between 12th and 18th century, post medieval CBM fragments as well as 
animal bones, iron nails and ceramic pipe fragments. 

Trench 14 

3.4.2 Trench 14 was located along the northern border of the field and orientated east-
north-east to west-south-west. It contained two near parallel gullies, orientated north-east to 
south-west, at the western end of the trench. Gully 41 measured 0.8m wide and 0.28m deep 
with gradually sloping sides and a concave base. Its single fill (42) was a mid brownish grey 
sandy clay and contained a few 11th-14th century pottery sherds and fragments of animal 
bone. 

3.4.3 Gully 43 was located immediately to the east of the first gully, measuring 0.54m wide 
and 0.20m deep with steeply sloping sides and a concave base. Its single fill (44) consisted of 
a light greyish brown sandy clay with a single pottery sherd dating to  AD650-850 and 
fragments of animal bone. 

Trench 17 

3.4.4 Trench 17, situated south of trench 14, was orientated north to south. It contained two 
modern, rectangular in plan, post holes. Post hole 37 found in the middle of the trench had 
vertical slightly irregular sides measuring 0.3m in length and width and was excavated to the 
depth of 0.35m. Its single fill (38) consisted of a mid brownish grey silty clay. 

3.4.5 The second post hole 39, in the northern end of the trench was similar in shape and 
size with similar fill (40) so was not excavated. Both post holes were presumed to be modern 
based on their shape and profile. 

Trench 18 

3.4.6 In the centre of the field was Trench 18, orientated east to west. It contained a  pond 
at its western end, a small post hole and a pit in the middle and a ditch to the east. 

3.4.7 Pond 26 is visible on the 1842 Tithe map and was located by the geophysical survey 
(Masters, 2013, Fig. 3). It had gradually sloping sides and a concave base measuring 
approximately 1m in depth. The full dimensions and shape of the pond could not be 
determined in the trench where it measured at least 6.5m in length. It contained four fills, its 
basal fill (31) was a mid orangey grey silty clay, 0.18m thick. It was overlain by a dark reddish 
grey sandy clay 32, measuring 0.34m thick. Overlying this was fill 33 which measured 0.22m 
thick and consisted of a mid yellowish grey silty clay. The uppermost fill (34) contained a dark 
greyish brown sandy clay and was 0.40m thick. No finds were recovered from the fills. 

3.4.8 Post hole 4 was circular in plan with irregular steep sides and a concave base, 
measuring 0.4m in diameter and 0.2m in depth. Its single fill (5) consisted of a dark brownish 
grey silty clay with occasional small fragments of post medieval CBM. 

3.4.9 Pit 6 was partially covered by the baulk but appeared sub-rectangular in plan, aligned 
east to west. The pit had steep sides and a slightly irregular concave base, measuring 4.2m 
long and 0.76m deep. It contained three fills, its basal fill (7) consisted of a dark yellowish 
brown silty clay, 0.17m thick and slumped against the south side. This was overlain by a mid 
brownish yellow sandy clay 8 measuring 0.18m thick. The uppermost fill (9) was a dark greyish 
brown sandy clay, 0.7m thick. A few 11th-14th century pot sherds were retrieved from fill 7, 
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and upper fill 9 contained an iron nail, a few oyster shells, a fragment of post medieval CBM 
and residual severely abraded worked flint. 

3.4.10 Ditch 17, aligned north to south, had gradually sloping sides and a concave base, 
measuring 1.75m wide and 0.4m deep. It had two fills, the basal fill (19), 0.04m thick, 
consisted of a dark grey silty clay with frequent charcoal inclusions and contained an animal 
tooth. It was overlain by fill 20 which was a mid yellowish brown sandy clay, measuring 0.36m 
thick. An environmental sample was taken from deposit 19 and found charred grain and 
fragments of charcoal (<2mm) within it. 

3.5 The northern field (Fig. 2) 
Trench 1 

3.5.1 Trench 1 was located in the north-western corner of the field and was orientated north-west 
to south-east. In the north-western corner was a single modern field drain aligned east to 
west. Field drain 61 measured 0.6m in width and was not excavated. Its fill (62) consisted of 
dark reddish grey silty clay and contained a ceramic drain pipe. 

Trench 2 

3.5.2 At the northern edge of the field was Trench 2, aligned north to south, which revealed 
a large pond. A machine-dug slot in the northern end of the pond did not reach its base at 1.5 
m deep measured from the ground surface. Pond 28 had steep sides and measured 11m wide. 
Its uppermost fill (108) consisted of a dark greyish brown sandy clay and contained tree roots 
along the northern edge. The pond is shown in the 1842 Tithe map and on geophysical survey 
(Master, 2013, Fig. 3). 

Trench 3 

3.5.3 Trench 3, aligned north-east to south-west was located in the north-eastern corner of 
the field. It contained one pit at the north-eastern end of the trench. Pit 58 was sub-
rectangular in plan, aligned north to south, with steep sides and a flat base, measuring 1.35m 
wide, 2m long and 0.3m deep. Its single fill (59) consisted of a dark orangey grey silty clay and 
contained fragments of animal bone, oyster shells and a single pottery sherd dating to AD 850-
1150. An environmental sample was taken from this fill which contained charred grain, 
fragments of animal bone and charcoal (<2mm). 

Trench 4 

3.5.4 Trench 4 situated along the western limits of the field was aligned north to south. It contained 
a large pond, a group of three small pits and a ditch, all concentrated in the southern half of 
the trench. Pits 49, 47 and 63 could be foundations of a small building identified on the 
geophysical survey (Masters, 2013, Fig. 3). 

3.5.5 Pond 71 was not identified by the geophysical survey nor is on Tithe maps; it could 
potentially be quarrying rather than a watering hole. It had a machine slot dug on the south 
side. It measured 11m long and 1.22m deep with gradually sloping sides and a slightly concave 
base. It contained four fills, its basal fill (72) consisted of a light yellowish grey silty clay, 0.38m 
thick. It was overlain by a mid reddish brown silty clay 73, measuring 0.20m thick. Overlying 
it was fill 74 which consisted of a dark reddish brown sandy clay, 0.18m thick. The uppermost 
fill (75) contained a dark greyish brown sandy clay, 0.46m thick. No finds were recovered from 
either of the fills. 
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3.5.6 Pit 49 was sub-rectangular in plan with steep sides and a flat base measuring 1.1m 
long, 0.65m wide and 0.16m deep. Its single fill (50) consisted of a dark brownish grey clay 
and contained several fragments of 12th-14th century pottery and a single, probably residual, 
sherd dating to AD 650-850. 

3.5.7 Pit 47 was rectangular in plan with steep sides and a stepped flat base, measuring 
0.85m long, 0.6m wide and 0.35m deep. Its single fill (48) was a dark brownish grey clay and 
contained a couple of fragments of 11th-14th century pottery. 

3.5.8 Pit 63 was rectangular in plan with vertical sides and a flat base, measuring 0.6m long, 
0.4m wide and 0.16m deep. Its single fill (64) contained a dark grey sandy clay. 

3.5.9 Ditch 45 was aligned east to west and measured 0.8m wide and 0.27m deep with steep 
sides and a concave base. Its single fill (46) was a dark brownish grey sandy clay and contained 
a few 11th-14th century pottery sherds. 

Trench 5 (Fig. 4) 

3.5.10 Trench 5 was along the western edge of the field and aligned north-east to south-west. 
Situated in the middle of the trench were two stone surfaces that appeared to be concealing 
further features. Further south-west was another layer which concealed two possible pits, a 
ditch and another possible ditch at the southern edge of the trench. 

3.5.11 A stone surface (54) measuring 7.25m wide consisted of small to large fragments and 
whole nodules of flint and chalk which seemed to be deliberately laid. The surface was 
partially exposed and cleaned but not excavated. This was overlain by a thin deposit (55) of a 
dark greyish brown sandy clay which measured up to 0.2m thick and contained 15th-16th 
century pottery sherds. An environmental sample containing a small amount of animal bone 
was taken from the upper deposit and a medieval coin (SF 4, 1400-1413 AD) was found on top 
of the stone layer. 

3.5.12 Another stone surface (69, 70) was observed further south-west and measured 
approximately 8m wide. It consisted of small to medium fragments and nodules of flint that 
appeared to be deliberately laid. The surface was partially exposed, cleaned and excavated in 
a small sondage. This was overlain by a deposit (67) which contained a very dark brownish 
grey silty clay with frequent inclusions of charcoal and was around 0.1m thick. The stone 
surface possibly continued beneath deposit 67 though it appeared to be quite patchy. The 
uppermost deposit (66) consisted of a light whitish grey silty clay measuring 0.26m thick. The 
stone surface was sealing at least one deposit: fill 68, which was visible in the sondage, was a 
dark greenish grey silty clay. Pottery sherds all broadly dating to 15th-16th century mixed with 
a few earlier, 12th-14th century sherds were recovered from deposits 66, 67 and stone surface 
69. Environmental samples were taken from deposits 67 and 68. Both produced a large 
number of charred grain, cereal, charcoal fragments and animal bone. 

3.5.13 Further south-west were two pits, 103 and 105, concealed by layer 107. Pit 103 was 
circular in plan, measuring about 0.35m in diameter and 0.15m deep. Its single fill (104) was 
a dark brownish grey silty clay. Pit 105 was circular in plan but partly obscured by the baulk. It 
measured 0.15m deep and had gently sloping sides and a concave base. Its single fill (106) 
consisted of a dark brownish grey silty clay. The layer measured about 5.5m wide and 0.18m 
thick and comprised dark greyish brown silty clay and a mixture of 12th-14th and 15-16th 
century pottery sherds. 
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3.5.14 Ditch 89 was aligned north-west to south-east and measured 2m wide and 0.6m deep. 
It had steep stepped sides and a flat base. Its single fill (90) consisted of a light yellowish brown 
silty clay and contained 12th-14th century pottery sherds. 

Trench 7 

3.5.15 Trench 7 was in the middle of the field and was orientated east to west. It contained a 
modern land drain close to the west end of the trench. Land drain 91 measured 1.2m wide 
and was aligned north-east to south-west corresponding with geophysical results (Masters, 
2013, Fig. 3). Its fill (92) consisted of a dark reddish grey silty clay and contained a ceramic 
drain pipe. The ditch was not excavated. 

Trench 8 

3.5.16 Trench 8 was located in the middle of the field and orientated north-east to south-west. It 
contained a single gully aligned east to west in the north-east corner. Gully 56 measured 0.5m 
wide and 0.16m deep with steep sides and a concave base. Its single fill (57) consisted of a 
light greyish brown sandy clay. 

Trench 9 

3.5.17 Trench 9, orientated north to south, was situated along the eastern border of the field. 
It contained a small pit and a gully aligned north-west to south-east. In the northern end of 
the trench, sub-circular in plan, pit 29 had vertical sides and an irregular base, measuring 
0.42m long, 0.15m wide and 0.15m deep. Its single fill (30) consisted of a dark greyish brown 
silty clay with frequent charcoal inclusions. An environmental sample has been taken of this 
fill and contained a small amount of charred grain, cereal and charcoal (<2mm). 

3.5.18 Gully 15 measured 0.4m wide and 0.21m deep with steep sides and a concave base. 
Its single fill (16) was a light to mid greyish brown silty clay. The fill contained a cattle skull and 
had an environmental sample taken which produced no results. This gully is similar to gully 56 
in profile and fill, and possibly forms part of a field system. 

Trench 10 

3.5.19 Trench 10, orientated north to south, was located in the middle of the south edge of 
the field and contained one field drain and a parallel ditch aligned north-east to south-west. 
Field drain 77 measured 1.4m wide and 0.39m deep with gradually sloping sides and a slightly 
concave base. Its single fill (78) consisted of a light greyish brown sandy clay and contained a 
ceramic drain pipe. Fragments of animal bone and CBM were retrieved from this fill. 

3.5.20 Ditch 79 measured 1.1m wide and 0.28m deep with gradually sloping sides and a 
concave base. Its single fill (80) consisted of a mid greyish brown sandy clay. A moderate 
amount of shell and a two  pottery sherds dating AD 650-850 were retrieved from this fill. An 
environmental sample taken from this fill produced no results. 

Trench 11 

3.5.21 Trench 11 was orientated north-east to south-west and situated in the south-western corner 
of the field. Spread throughout the trench were two near parallel ditches and a field drain 
aligned east to west. Ditch 81 measured 1.4 m wide and 0.6m deep with steep sides and a flat 
base emphasised by sharp breaks of the slope. Its single fill (82) consisted of a mid greyish 
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brown sandy clay. Pottery sherds (13th-16th century), fragments of animal bone and a copper 
alloy buckle (SF 6, 13th-14th century) were retrieved from this fill. 

3.5.22 Field drain 83 contained a ceramic drain pipe. It had steep sides, measuring 1.75m 
wide, but was only excavated to the depth of the pipe. Its fill (84) consisted of a mid greyish 
brown sandy clay. No finds were recovered from this fill. 

3.5.23 Ditch 85 was only partially excavated to the depth of 0.6m. It had near vertical sides 
and measured 2.66m in width. It contained at least three fills; the lowermost fill (86) was a 
mid yellowish brown sandy clay, at least 0.3m thick. Fragments of oyster shell, animal bone 
and a single sherd of 13th-14th century pot were retrieved from this fill. This was overlain by 
fill 87, at least 0.4m thick, which consisted of a dark brownish grey sandy clay with frequent 
inclusions of charcoal. This fill contained 15th-16th century pottery sherds, animal bone, 
medieval CBM, oyster and mussel shells and had an environmental sample taken which 
produced a large number of charred grain, cereal, charcoal fragments, animal bone as well as 
fish bones. The uppermost fill (88) consisted of a mid greyish brown sandy clay, 0.4m thick. 
This fill contained 15th-16th century pottery sherds, fragments of fired clay and medieval CBM, 
animal bone, oyster shells, iron nails and a knife blade (SF 10). 

Trench 12 

3.5.24 Trench 12 situated along the southern edge of the field had an east to west 
orientation. A filed drain and a modern rectangular intrusion were both observed in the 
eastern end of the trench. Field drain 11 was aligned north-east to south-west and measured 
1.4m wide and 0.38m deep with steep sides and a flat base. Its single fill (12) consisted of a 
light reddish brown silty clay. A ceramic drain pipe was placed in the ditch. This field drain is 
probably a continuation of field drain 83 in Trench 11 Pottery sherds (12th-14th century) and 
animal bone were retrieved from the fill. 

Trench 27 

3.5.25 In the south-western corner of the field Trench 27, orientated north to south, 
contained a ditch and a possible pond. Ditch 93, measuring 1.25m wide, followed the course 
of Fairfield Road, running along the eastern edge of the trench from the north before it cut 
across the trench. It was dug with a modern mechanical excavator and was agreed by SCCAS 
to not be excavated. Its fill (94) was a dark reddish brown sandy clay. 

3.5.26 Pond 27 was situated in the middle of the trench and was truncated by ditch 93 along 
the northern edge. There is no evidence for it on Tithe maps or geophysical survey (Masters, 
2013, Fig. 3) so it might have been a quarry rather than a watering hole. The pond measured 
14.5m wide and 0.8m deep with gradually sloping sides and a flat base. Machine-excavated 
slot at the southern edge of the pond revealed two fills. The basal fill (95) consisted of a mid 
greyish brown silty clay, 0.6m thick. The upper fill (96) was a dark greyisn brown sandy clay, 
0.2m thick. No finds were retrieved from these fills. 

Trench 30 

3.5.27 Trench 30, aligned north-east to south-west was a later addition next to Trench 5 after 
a consultation with SCCAS. It contained a ditch, a possible pit and a land drain ditch. 

3.5.28 Ditch 97 was situated in the south-western end of the trench and was aligned north-
west to south-east. It measured around 1.5m wide and 0.25m deep with gently sloping sides 
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and a flat base. Its single fill (98) consisted of a light greyish brown sandy clay with occasional 
small to large flint nodules. A 12-14th century pottery sherd was retrieved from the fill. Ditch 
97 was truncated along its south-western edge by similarly aligned field drain 99 which 
measured 1.3m wide but was not excavated. Its fill (100) was a mid reddish grey sandy clay 
and contained a ceramic land drain. 

3.5.29 A pit 101 was situated further south-west within the trench. It was partly obscured by 
the baulk and measured around 4m wide on the north-western side of the trench and 0.2m 
wide on the south-eastern side. It was 0.48m deep and had steep sides and a flat base. Its 
single fill (102) consisted of a greyish/orangey brown silty sand. Two  sherds of pot dating to 
AD 650-850 and an oyster shell were retrieved from this fill; an environmental sample 
produced some charred grain, charcoal and animal bone.  

3.6 Finds summary 
3.6.1 This is one of the largest assemblages of medieval pottery to have been recovered from 
anywhere in Framlingham from the around a  dozen interventions in recent years. The Middle 
Saxon Ipswich ware recovered from this site is abraded and probably residual, but may 
represent activity or occupation of this date in the vicinity. There is little evidence for Late 
Saxon occupation, but the single sherd of St Neots-type ware in pit 58 is unabraded and more 
may be present than was discovered in the evaluation. The high and late medieval wares, 
often occurring in the same contexts, could well represent  continuous activity of broadly 
14th–16th-century date on the site. Evidence for later activity is largely confined to ditch 35. 

3.6.2 Plain roof tile fragments dating medieval to post medieval periods were the most 
common type of CBM in the assemblage. A late medieval estuarine clay brick and several later 
bricks and a worn fragment of quarry floor tile were also recovered from site. The ceramics 
are likely to have been reused though most come from late medieval to post medieval 
contexts. 

3.6.3 Twenty-eight fragments of fired clay were recovered from site, seven in association 
with Saxon pottery. The fragments were not diagnostic for function, but probably represent 
fragments of oven dome or hearth lining. 

3.6.4 The silver finds from site include a long cross penny of Edward II (1307-1327AD) from 
topsoil of trench 6, a short cross cut quarter from a penny (c. 1180-1247AD) from trench 21 
and a Venetian solidino (1400-1413AD), recovered from layer (55) in Trench 5. A copper alloy 
buckle dating between the 13th and 14th century was found in ditch 81. All iron finds came 
from deposits consistently containing pottery dating between the 15th and 16th century. 

3.6.5 Assemblages comprising two shards of window glass from ditches 35 and 85 and four 
fragments of post medieval white ball clay tobacco pipe from ditch 35 were recovered. 

3.6.6 A small assemblage of animal bone represents domestic faunal waste. The average age 
of animals at time of death suggests that these individuals were primarily exploited for their 
meat. The cut marks observed conform to butchery practices for the medieval period. The 
assemblage has very low potential for providing further information on diet or industrial 
practices. 

3.6.7 The recovery of charred grain from two features in Trench 5 indicates that there is 
potential for the preservation of plant remains in this area of the site. The environmental 
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residue in ditch 85 was notably rich in domestic and culinary waste in the form of animal bone, 
fish bone, marine mollusc shell and pottery. The shells recovered, mainly from ditch 85, are 
all discarded food waste comprising oysters, whells and a single mussel from estuarine, coastal 
waters and intertidal zones. 
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4 DISCUSSION 
4.1 Reliability of field investigation 
4.1.1 The evaluation trenches were evenly spread across the development area. Archaeological 
features were easily identifiable against the natural geology but in some trenches more 
obscure features were tested and proved to be natural geology. 

4.2 Evaluation objectives and results 
4.2.1 This evaluation demonstrated a presence of archaeological remains in the study area. In 
particular, the centre of activity was concentrated on the west side of the northern field, along 
Fairfield Road. 

4.2.2 The majority of archaeological remains have been dated to the medieval and late 
medieval periods though there was some evidence from the Anglo Saxon period. Post 
medieval and modern features were also present throughout the site. 

4.2.3 The location of archaeological remains correlates to the concentration of finds from 
the fieldwalking and geophysical surveys in the north of the site (PCA, 2013 and Masters, 
2013). To the south the correlation is less clear. 

4.3 Interpretation 
 

4.3.1 The earliest features observed during the evaluation may be Saxon. In Trench 18 Pit 6 
dates to the early medieval period while Pit 58 in Trench 3 might be of late Saxon or early 
medieval date which makes it the earliest feature on site. Pit 58 is sub-rectangular measuring 
1.80 x 1.35 x 0.30m and can be potentially interpreted as a sunken-featured building (SFB). 

4.3.2 The main centre of activity was concentrated around Trenches 10, 11, 4, 5, and 30 and 
dated to the medieval and late medieval periods (Fig. 4). Several ditches, small pits as well as 
stone surfaces and other deposits, all broadly date to 14th-16th century and contained mainly 
domestic waste of pottery, butchered animal bones, shells and grain. Some pits in trench 4 
and 5 were dated to the 12th-14th century and were sealed by later layer (107) in the case of 
trench 5. Any such activity ceased to exist by the time of 1842 Tithe map (Hawkins, 2013). 

4.3.3 The evalulation did not find any evidence of structural remains. The late medieval 
stone surfaces appeared to be roughly made and therefore are unlikely to be a farmstead’s 
courtyard but might have been used as consolidation around watering holes. The culinary 
waste found in late medieval layer (67) on top of the stone surface might be an indication of 
when the area around the stone surfaces was no longer in use and was sealed by rubbish 
dumping on the edge of town. 

4.3.4 Accumulation of colluvium on the lower western edge of the southern field implies a long 
period of ploughing within that field that allowed this amount of soil to wash down the hill. 
In contrast, no colluvium was observed in the northern field which was possibly used for 
pasture or other purposes. 

4.3.5 The southern field contained  two late medieval drainage ditches ( 41 and 43), as well 
as post medieval ditches (35 and 17) in Trenches 13, 14 and 18. The northern field has also 
contained a number of post medieval drains with ceramic pipes and likely residual medieval 
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pottery sherds in Trenches 1, 7, 10, 11 and 12. Some of the drains can be traced across several 
trenches such as ditch 99/91 and 77/12. The large number of drains corresponds to the 
drainage problem and poor soil quality in Framlingham mentioned in Alexander (2007). Ditch 
35 might be an example of a ‘bush’ drain because of its basal fill of stones (Alexander, 2007, 
48). 

4.3.6 In the northern field a small gully 15 in Trench 9 and might be continuation of gully 56 
in Trench 8. It has a similar profile and is probably related to the medieval activity on site 
though remains undated. 

4.3.7 The evaluation confirmed two ponds or watering holes, one in each field. Observed in 
Trenches 18 and 2, ponds 26 and 28 are first visible on the 1842 Tithe map, as well as OS maps 
in 1883, 1903 and 1927 (Hawkins, 2013), and on the geophysical survey (Masters, 2013). They 
contained post medieval ceramics and were certainly backfilled by the time of the 1978 OS 
map (Hawkins, 2013) though it is possible they were in use during the medieval period. Two 
additional ponds, not shown on any of the maps, were found along Fairfield Road in the 
northern field. Ponds or watering holes 27 and 71 in Trenches 27 and 4 might be of an earlier 
date and are likely to be associated with the nearby stones surfaces which were possibly 
constructed to ease cattle’s approach to the watering holes. 

4.4 Significance 
4.4.1 The concentration of archaeological remains along the Fairfield Road in the northern 
field shows that the site lies in the hinterland of medieval to late medieval activity in 
Framlingham. The site lies adjacent to a historic routeway into the town. The presence of 
several ponds in one field as well as stone surfaces might indicate a place where cattle or other 
animals were stationed for a period of time. Framlingham had several market days (Tuesday, 
Friday and Saturday) as well as large fairs and was a busy centre of commerce in the late 
medieval period (Alexander, 2007). It is possible that this field was the place for a cattle market 
which would have taken place outside the town. However, the name of the adjacent Fairfield 
Road suggests that rather than just a cattle market, the northern field might have also been a 
place for a regular fair in Framlingham. Eleven silver coins from the C13-C16 were found by 
metal detector adjacent to the site. Any trace of such activity has ceased by the early 19th 
century as there is no mention of any ponds or buildings on the 1842 Tithe map (Hawkins, 
2013). 

4.4.2 The site also demonstrates potential for survival of earlier, Saxon activity.  

4.4.3 Recommendations for any future work based upon this report will be made by the 
SCCAS.
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APPENDIX A TRENCH DESCRIPTIONS AND CONTEXT INVENTORY 
 

Trench 1 
General description Orientation NW-SE 
Trench contained a ditch with land drain, cut into natural geology 
of clay, clayey sand and chalk and overlain by topsoil and subsoil. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.40 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

10 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil -  - 
14 Layer  - 0.20 Subsoil - - 
13 Layer - - Natural  -  - 
61 Cut 0.60 - Land drain - modern 
62 Fill 0.60 - Land drain - modern 

 
Trench 2 
General description Orientation N-S 
Trench contained a pond, cut into natural geology of clay, clayey 
sand and chalk and overlain by topsoil. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.30 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

10 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil -  - 
13 Layer - - Natural  -  - 
28 Cut 11 - Pond - post med 
108 Fill 11 - Pond - post med 

 
Trench 3 
General description Orientation SSE-NNW 
Trench contained a rectangular pit, cut into natural geology of 
clay, clayey sand and chalk and overlain by topsoil and subsoil. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.36 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

10 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil -  - 
14 Layer  - 0.08 Subsoil - - 
13 Layer - - Natural  -  - 
58 Cut 1.35 0.30 Pit - 850-

1150 AD 
59 Fill 1.35 0.30 Pit Pottery, animal 

bone, shell 
850-
1150 AD 

 
Trench 4 
General description Orientation N-S 
Trench contained three small pits, a ditch and a pond, cut into 
natural geology of clay, clayey sand and chalk and overlain by 
topsoil and subsoil. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.50 
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Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

10 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil -  - 
14 Layer  - 0.30 Subsoil - - 
13 Layer - - Natural  -  - 
45 Cut 0.80 0.27 Ditch - 11th-14th 

C 
46 Fill 0.80 0.27 Ditch pottery 11th-14th 

C 
47 Cut 0.60 0.35 Post hole - 11th-14th 

C 
48 Fill 0.60 0.35 Post hole pottery 11th-14th 

C 
49 Cut 0.65 0.16 Pit - 12th-14th 

C 
50 Fill 0.65 0.16 Pit pottery 12th-14th 

C 
63 Cut 0.40 0.16 Pit - modern 
64 Fill 0.40 0.16 Pit - modern 
71 Cut 11 1.22 Pond - post med 
72 Fill - 0.38 Pond - post med 
73 Fill - 0.20 Pond - post med 
74 Fill - 0.18 Pond - post med 
75 Fill - 0.46 Pond - post med 

 
Trench 5 
General description Orientation SW-NE 
Trench contained two ditches, two pits concealed by a layer and 
two stone surfaces sealing further deposits beneath them.  The 
features were cut into natural geology of clay, clayey sand and 
chalk and overlain by topsoil and subsoil. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.40 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

10 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil -  - 
14 Layer  - 0.10 Subsoil - - 
13 Layer - - Natural  -  - 
54 Layer 6.5 - Stone surface pottery late 

medieval 
55 Layer 6 ? Layer pottery 15th-16th 

C 
66 Layer 3.10 0.26 Layer pottery 15th-16th 

C 
67 Layer 2.30 0.10 Layer of charcoal pottery 14th-16th 

C 
68 Fill - - Layer/fill sealed by 69 & 70 - - 
69 Layer 4 0.12 Stone surface pottery 14th-16th 

C 
70 Layer 0.75 0.10 Stone surface - 14th-16th 

C 
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89 Cut 2 0.60 Ditch - 12th-14th 
C 

90 Fill 2 0.60 Ditch pottery 12th-14th 
C 

103 Cut 0.25 0.15 Pit - high 
medieval 

104 Fill 0.25 0.15 Pit - high 
medieval 

105 Cut - 0.17 Pit - high 
medieval 

106 Fill - 0.17 Pit - high 
medieval 

107 Layer - 0.18 Layer pottery 12th-16th 
C 

 
Trench 6 
General description Orientation E-W 
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consists of topsoil overlying natural 
geology of clay, sand and chalk. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.32 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

10 Layer - 0.32 Topsoil - - 
13 Layer - - Natural  - - 

 
Trench 7 
General description Orientation E-W 
Trench contained a ditch with land drain, cut into natural geology 
of clay, clayey sand and chalk and overlain by topsoil and subsoil. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.45 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

10 Layer - 0.25 Topsoil -  - 
14 Layer  - 0.20 Subsoil - - 
13 Layer - - Natural  -  - 
91 Cut 1.2 - Land drain - modern 
92 Fill  1.2 - Land drain - modern 

 
Trench 8 
General description Orientation NW-SE 
Trench contained a ditch, cut into natural geology of clay, clayey 
sand and chalk and overlain by topsoil. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.30 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

10 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil -  - 
13 Layer - - Natural  -  - 
56 Cut 0.5 0.16 Ditch - - 
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57 Fill 0.5 0.16 Ditch - - 
 

Trench 9 
General description Orientation N-S 
Trench contained a ditch and a pit, cut into natural geology of clay, 
clayey sand and chalk and overlain by topsoil and subsoil. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.40 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

10 Layer - 0.34 Topsoil -  - 
14 Layer  - 0.08 Subsoil - - 
13 Layer - - Natural  -  - 
15 Cut 0.40 0.21 Ditch - - 
16 Fill 0.40 0.21 Ditch animal skull - 
29 Cut 0.20 0.15 Pit - - 
30 Fill 0.20 0.15 Pit - - 

 
Trench 10 
General description Orientation N-S 
Trench contained two ditches, cut into natural geology of 
clay, clayey sand and chalk and overlain by topsoil and 
subsoil. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.30 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

10 Layer - 0.25 Topsoil -  - 
14 Layer  - 0.06 Subsoil - - 
13 Layer - - Natural  -  - 
77 Cut 1.4 0.39 Land drain - post med 
78 Fill 1.4 0.39 Land drain pottery, animal 

bone, CBM 
post med 

79 Cut 1.1 0.28 Ditch - Saxon/medieval? 
80 Fill 1.1 0.28 Ditch shell, Saxon 

pottery, animal 
bone 

Saxon/medieval? 

 
Trench 11 
General description Orientation NE-SW 
Trench contained three ditches, cut into natural geology of clay, 
clayey sand and chalk and overlain by topsoil and subsoil. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.36 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

10 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil -  - 
14 Layer  - 0.08 Subsoil - - 
13 Layer - - Natural  -  - 
81 Cut 1.4 0.60 Ditch - 13th-16th 

C 
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82 Fill 1.4 0.60 Ditch pottery, animal 
bone, shell, 
copper alloy 
buckle 

13th-16th 
C 

83 Cut 1.75 - Land drain - modern 
84 Fill 1.75 - Land drain - modern 
85 Cut 2.66 - Ditch, not fully excavated - high/late 

medieval 
86 Fill - 0.3 Ditch shell, animal bone 14th-16th 

C 
87 Fill - 0.4 Ditch pottery, shell, 

animal bone 
15th-16th 
C 

88 Fill - 0.4 Ditch pottery, shell, 
animal bone, iron 
objects 

15th-16th 
C 

 
Trench 12 
General description Orientation E-W 
Trench contained a ditch with land drain, cut into natural geology 
of clay, clayey sand and chalk and overlain by topsoil and subsoil. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.45 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

10 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil -  - 
14 Layer  - 0.15 Subsoil - - 
13 Layer - - Natural  -  - 
11 Cut 0.40 0.38 Land drain - post med 
12 Fill 0.40 0.38 Land drain residual? pottery, 

animal bone 
post med 

 
Trench 13 
General description Orientation E-W 
Trench contained a ditch, cut into natural geology of clay, clayey 
sand and chalk and overlain by topsoil, subsoil and colluvium at 
the western end of the trench. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.50 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

1 Layer - 0.34 Topsoil - - 
2 Layer  - 0.10 Subsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 
76 Layer - 0.20 Colluvium - 14th-16th 

C 
35 Cut 1.8 0.66 Ditch - 15th-18th 

C 
36 Fill - 0.56 Ditch pottery, animal 

bone, iron 
objects, CBM, 
ceramic pipes 

15th-18th 
C 
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60 Fill - 0.10 Ditch - 15th-18th 
C 

 
Trench 14 
General description Orientation NE-SW 
Trench contained two small ditches, cut into natural geology 
of clay, clayey sand, gravel and chalk and overlain by topsoil 
and colluvium at the western end of the trench. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.40 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

1 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 
76 Layer - 0.9 Colluvium - 14th-16th C 
41 Cut 0.80 0.28 Ditch - 12th-14th C 
42 Fill 0.80 0.28 Ditch pottery, animal 

bone 
12th-14th C 

43 Cut 0.54 0.20 Ditch - medieval/post 
med? 

44 Fill 0.54 0.20 Ditch Saxon pottery, 
animal bone 

medieval/post 
med? 

 
Trench 15 
General description Orientation NW-SE 
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consists of topsoil and subsoil 
overlying natural geology of clay, sand and chalk. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.45 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

1 Layer - 0.32 Topsoil - - 
2 Layer  - 0.16 Subsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 

 
Trench 16 
General description Orientation N-S 
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consists of topsoil overlying natural 
geology of clay, sand and chalk. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.34 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

1 Layer - 0.34 Topsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 

 
Trench 17 
General description Orientation N-S 
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consists of topsoil and subsoil 
overlying natural geology of clay, sand and chalk. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.36 
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Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

1 Layer - 0.32 Topsoil - - 
2 Layer  - 0.04 Subsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 

 
Trench 18 
General description Orientation E-W 
Trench contained a ditch, a pit, a post hole and a pond, cut into 
natural geology of clay, clayey sand and chalk and overlain by 
topsoil and subsoil. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.35 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

1 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil - - 
2 Layer  - 0.05 Subsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 
4 Cut 0.40 0.20 Post hole - post med 
5 Fill 0.40 0.20 Post hole CBM post med 
6 Cut 4.20 0.76 Pit - 11th-14th 

C 
7 Fill - 0.17 Pit pottery 11th-14th 

C 
8 Fill - 0.18 Pit - 11th-14th 

C 
9 Fill - 0.70 Pit Iron nail, shell, 

flint 
11th-14th 
C 

17 Cut 1.75 0.40 Ditch - post med 
19 Fill - 0.04 Ditch animal tooth post med 
20 Fill - 0.36 Ditch - post med 
26 Cut - 1 Pond on the edge of tr. 18 - post med 
31 Fill - 0.18 Pond - post med 
32 Fill - 0.34 Pond - post med 
33 Fill - 0.20 Pond - post med 
34 Fill - 0.40 Pond - post med 

 
Trench 19 
General description Orientation N-S 
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consists of topsoil and colluvium 
overlying natural geology of clay, sand and chalk. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 1.20 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

1 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 
76 Layer - 0.9 Colluvium pottery, animal 

bone 
14th-16th 
C 

 
Trench 20 
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General description Orientation NE-SW 
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consists of topsoil and subsoil 
overlying natural geology of clay, sand and chalk. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.40 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

1 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil - - 
2 Layer  - 0.10 Subsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 

 
Trench 21 
General description Orientation N-S 
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consists of topsoil overlying natural 
geology of clay, sand and chalk. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.30 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

1 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 

 
Trench 22 
General description Orientation E-W 
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consists of topsoil and subsoil 
overlying natural geology of clay, sand and chalk. 

Length (m) 30 
Width (m) 2 
Avg. depth (m) 0.40 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

1 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil - - 
2 Layer  - 0.10 Subsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 

 
Trench 23 
General description Orientation NE-SW 
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consists of topsoil overlying natural 
geology of clay, sand and chalk. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.30 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

1 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 

 
Trench 24 
General description Orientation E-W 
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consists of topsoil overlying natural 
geology of clay, sand and chalk. 

Length (m) 41 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.30 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 
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1 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 

 
Trench 25 
General description Orientation NW-SE 
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consists of topsoil overlying natural 
geology of clay, sand and chalk. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.30 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

1 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 

 
Trench 26 
General description Orientation N-S 
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consists of topsoil and colluvium 
overlying natural geology of clay, sand and chalk. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 1.50 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

1 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 
76 Layer - 1.10 Colluvium, full depth not 

reached 
pottery, animal 
bone 

14th-16th 
C 

 
Trench 27 
General description Orientation N-S 
Trench contained a modern ditch and a pond, cut into natural 
geology of clay, clayey sand, gravel and chalk and overlain by 
topsoil and subsoil. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.45 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

10 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil -  - 
14 Layer  - 0.15 Subsoil - - 
13 Layer - - Natural  -  - 
27 Cut 14.50 0.8 Pond - post med 
93 Cut 1.25 - Ditch - modern 
94 Fill 1.25 - Ditch - modern 
95 Fill - 0.60 Pond - post med 
96 Fill - 0.20 Pond - post med 

 
Trench 28 
General description Orientation E-W 
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consists of topsoil overlying natural 
geology of clay, sand and chalk. 

Length (m) 52 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.30 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 
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1 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 

 
Trench 29 
General description Orientation E-W 
Trench devoid of archaeology. Consists of topsoil overlying natural 
geology of clay, sand and chalk. 

Length (m) 50 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.25 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

1 Layer - 0.25 Topsoil - - 
3 Layer - - Natural  - - 

  
Trench 30 
General description Orientation SW-NE 
Trench contained a land drain and two possible ditches or hollows, 
cut into natural geology of clay, clayey sand, gravel and chalk and 
overlain by topsoil and subsoil. 

Length (m) 22 
Width (m) 1.8 
Avg. depth (m) 0.40 

Context 
No. 

Type Width 
(m) 

Depth 
(m) 

Description Finds Date 

10 Layer - 0.30 Topsoil -  - 
14 Layer  - 0.17 Subsoil - - 
13 Layer - - Natural  -  - 
97 Cut c. 1.5 0.25 Ditch/hollow cut by 99 - 12th-14th 

C 
98 Fill c. 1.5 0.25 Ditch/hollow pottery 12th-14th 

C 
99 Cut 1.3 - Land drain - modern 
100 Fill 1.3 - Land drain - modern 
101 Cut 2-4 0.48 Ditch/hollow - Saxon? 
102 Fill 2-4 0.48 Ditch/hollow pottery 650-850 

AD 
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APPENDIX B FINDS REPORTS 
B.1 Pottery 

By Sue Anderson  

Introduction 

B.1.1 Pottery (275 sherds, 3121g) was collected from 23 contexts during the evaluation (Table 3). A 
high proportion of the pottery is abraded. 

Methodology 

B.1.2 Quantification was carried out using sherd count, weight and estimated vessel equivalent 
(eve). The minimum number of vessels (MNV) within each context was also recorded, but 
cross-fitting was not attempted unless particularly distinctive vessels were observed in more 
than one context. A full quantification by fabric, context and feature is available in archive. All 
fabric codes were assigned from the author’s post-Roman fabric series for Suffolk. Methods 
follow MPRG recommendations (MPRG 2001) and form terminology follows MPRG 
classifications (1998). The results were input directly onto an MS Access database, which 
forms the archive catalogue. 

Pottery by period  

Description Fabric Date range No Wt/g Eve MNV 
Gritty Ipswich Ware GIPS 650–850 6 54  5 
St. Neot's Ware STNE 850–1150 1 3  1 
Early medieval ware EMW 11th–12th c. 7 22  7 
Medieval coarseware gritty MCWG L.11th–13th c? 1 5  1 
Medieval coarseware MCW 12th–14th c. 64 493 0.22 48 
Medieval chalk-tempered ware MCWC 12th–14th c. 1 1  1 
Medieval coarseware micaceous MCWM 12th–14th c. 20 215 0.35 18 
Waveney Valley coarsewares WVCW 12th–14th c. 5 43  5 
Hollesley-type coarsewares HOLL 13th–14th c.? 36 186 0.04 27 
Hollesley-type with clay pellets HOLLcp 13th–14th c.? 4 37 0.08 1 
Hollesley glazed ware HOLG L.13th–E.14th c. 5 75  3 
Colchester ware COLC L.13th–M.16th c. 1 2  1 
Late medieval and transitional LMT 15th–16th c. 89 947 0.46 61 
Unprovenanced late medieval NLLM 15th–16th c. 3 23  1 
Local early post-medieval wares LEPM 16th c. 4 113  1 
Cistercian-type ware(?) CTW 16th c. 3 10  1 
Glazed red earthenware GRE 16th–18th c. 17 546 0.10 9 
Iron-glazed blackwares IGBW 16th–18th c. 3 163  1 
Border wares BORD 16th–18th c. 3 106 0.19 1 
Post-medieval slipwares PMSW 17th–19th c. 1 75 0.11 1 
Unidentified UNID  1 2  1 
Totals   275 3121 1.55 195 

Table 1. Pottery quantities by fabric. 

Saxon (8th–11th c.) 

B.1.3 Six sherds of Middle Saxon gritty Ipswich ware were recovered from four contexts. All 
fragments were body sherds and all but one were abraded. 
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B.1.4 A body sherd of Late Saxon St Neots-type ware was recovered from pit fill (59). No 
Thetford-type ware was identified at this site, although it is possible that some of the pale 
grey fine sandy body sherds recorded as medieval coarsewares could be of this period. 

Medieval 11th–14th c. 

B.1.5 Seven body sherds of handmade early medieval ware vessels were found. These were 
in fine to medium sandy fabrics typical of north Suffolk and Norfolk. All were body fragments, 
but were probably from cooking pots/jars. 

B.1.6 A variety of medieval coarsewares were present, generally in fine to medium sandy 
fabrics, some with sparse locally-occurring inclusions such as mica, chalk, ferrous particles and 
flint/rounded quartz. Most frequent, and possibly made locally, was a fabric containing 
moderate to abundant fine/medium quartz, a high proportion of which was white and clearly 
visible on the surfaces of the sherds. Also common was a group of highly micaceous sherds, 
some with ferrous inclusions and/or burnt-out organics; this group is similar to a micaceous 
ware found frequently at Leiston Substation (Anderson 2009), though not from other sites in 
Leiston. 

B.1.7 The Hollesley-type wares in this group were also similar to some sherds recovered 
from the LMT kiln site at West Street, Rickinghall, which may represent earlier Rickinghall or 
Waveney Valley products (Anderson et al. 1996). A sub-group of Hollesley-type ware, which is 
in the same abundant fine/medium sandy fabric but with common large self-coloured clay 
pellets evident on the surfaces and in section, was represented by a single vessel. This fabric 
has been noted elsewhere in the county, but particularly at Cedars Field moated site 
(Anderson 2004) and at Reydon (Anderson 2017).  

B.1.8 Identifiable forms in this group comprised six bowls, five jars, a jug and a lid. All rims 
in this group were developed forms, generally squared beads, of 13th/14th and 14th-century 
date. One body sherd in a coarsely tempered fabric was decorated with an applied strip, 
another had finger-tip impressions at the shoulder, and a third had short incised diagonal lines 
at the shoulder – the latter is an unusual form of decoration in Suffolk. One Hollesley-type 
bowl rim was deeply thumbed. 

B.1.9 Glazed wares were not common, forming 3.8% of the high medieval group by MNV. 
This is within the normal range for a rural site in the county, however. The majority of glazed 
sherds in this group were Hollesley-type wares and included body sherds with incised lines 
and orange glaze, and white slip line and pellet decoration under green glaze. A body sherd in 
a gritty redware fabric with a grey core, with all-over white slip and sparse copper green glaze 
was probably a Colchester product. 

Late medieval (L.14th–M.16th c.) 

B.1.10 The majority of the late medieval assemblage comprised local LMT wares. Some of 
these were in fabrics which were very similar to the local medieval coarsewares, and it is 
possible that some represent locally-made high medieval glazed wares, but where forms could 
be identified, these were late medieval types. Nevertheless, it is possible that some sherds 
identified as LMT and some as MCW could have been wrongly assigned, as a number of the 
LMT sherds had no trace of glaze (possibly due to abrasion). Identifiable forms in this group 
comprised four jars or pipkins, a jug, three bowls and a mug. A base from a tripod pipkin had 
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unusual decoration in the form of two curving lines incised on the foot. Otherwise, decoration 
was limited to incised or combed lines and occasional slip line decoration. 

B.1.11 Also of late medieval date were four sherds from a green-glazed frilly based ?mug in 
‘local early post-medieval’ ware (Jennings 1981), probably a variant of LMT. A hard redware 
with reduced surfaces was probably a non-local late medieval ware, possibly from Essex. 

Post-medieval (16th–18th c.) 

B.1.12 Apart from one brown glazed body sherd of GRE in ditch fill (82), all post-medieval 
pottery was recovered from ditch fill (36). The group comprised three body sherds of a brown-
glazed Cistercian-type ware mug, base fragments of an iron-glazed blackware globular vessel, 
a Border ware dish, a rimsherd of a GRE bowl, body and base sherds of seven other GRE 
vessels, and a large rimsherd of a post-medieval slipware bowl decorated with white slip 
‘asterisks’. 

Unidentified 

B.1.13 An abraded fragment in ditch fill (46) was in an orange medium sandy fabric with 
occasional fine white inclusions. It may be a fragment of CBM. 

Pottery by context  

Tr. Feature Context Type Fabrics Spotdate 
3 58 59 Pit STNE 11th c. 
4 45 46 Ditch EMW MCW UNID 12th c.+ 
 47 48 Pit EMW MCW 12th c.? 
 49 50 Pit GIPS MCW HOLL 13th-14th c. 
5 - 55 Layer LMT L.14th-M.16th c. 
 - 66 Layer LMT L.14th-M.16th c. 
 - 67 Layer MCW MCWM HOLL LMT L.14th-M.16th c. 
 - 69 Surface MCW HOLG LMT L.14th-M.16th c. 
 89 90 Ditch MCW MCWC HOLL HOLLcp LMT 14th c.? 
 - 107 Layer MCW MCWM MCWG WVCW HOLL HOLG LMT 

LEPM 
16th c.? 

10 79 80 Ditch GIPS 8th-9th c. 
11 81 82 Ditch HOLL COLC GRE 16th c.+ 
 85 86 Ditch HOLL LMT L.14th-M.16th c. 
 85 87 Ditch LMT L.14th-M.16th c. 
 85 88 Ditch LMT L.14th-M.16th c. 
12 11 12 Ditch MCW WVCW HOLG 13th-14th c. 
13 35 36 Ditch MCWM LMT NLLM CTW GRE IGBW BORD PMSW 17th c. 
 - 76 Layer MCW HOLL LMT L.14th-M.16th c. 
14 41 42 Gully EMW MCW 12th c.? 
 43 44 Gully GIPS 8th-9th c.* 
18 6 7 Pit EMW MCW 12th c.? 
30 97 98 Ditch MCWM 12th-14th c.+ 
 101 102 Ditch GIPS 8th-9th c. 

Table 2. Pottery fabric distribution by context (* contains later CBM) 

B.1.14 The largest quantities were recovered from layer (107) (82 sherds), layer (67) (43 sherds) and 
ditch fill (36) (38 sherds). Cross-links were noted between layers (66) and (67), layer (76) and 
ditch fill (90), and ditch fills (86)–(88). Late medieval activity appears to be concentrated in 
the areas of trenches 5 and 11, with slightly earlier medieval finds spread across trenches 4, 
5, 11–14, 18 and 30. There is no particular concentration of Middle Saxon finds. 
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Discussion 

B.1.15 This is one of the largest assemblages of medieval pottery to have been recovered from 
anywhere in Framlingham in recent decades. Earlier excavations, centred on the castle, 
produced some Middle Saxon to medieval pottery (Knocker 1956, 76–79; Moorhouse 1971) 
but reports are sketchy. Moorhouse (1971, 162) mentions that a number of sherds are similar 
to those from the kiln site at Hollesley, although he suggests that they are more likely to 
represent a general type which was widespread over east Suffolk. This does appear to be the 
case, although it is more true of the forms than the fabrics in this part of Suffolk, with Waveney 
Valley coarsewares representing the same tradition but in finer fabrics. Knocker’s basic fabric 
descriptions (1956, 76–7) suggest fairly coarse sandy wares in greys and reds, similar to those 
from the current site. 

B.1.16 The Middle Saxon Ipswich ware recovered from this site is abraded and residual in 
some contexts, but may represent activity or occupation of this date in the vicinity. There is 
little evidence for Late Saxon occupation, but the single sherd of St Neots-type ware is 
unabraded and more may be present than was discovered in the evaluation. 

B.1.17 The high and late medieval wares, often occurring in the same contexts, could well 
represent a continuous occupation of broadly 14th–16th-century date on the site. Evidence 
for later activity is largely confined to one context. 

Table 3. Pottery summary catalogue  

Context Fabric Form Rim No Wt/g MNV Notes Spot date Date range 
7 EMW   3 8 3 abundant white, grey & clear ms  11th–12th c. 
7 MCW   1 9 1 abundant fs, occ mica  12th–14th c. 
7 MCW   3 8 2 abundant white, grey & clear ms  12th–14th c. 
7 MCW   1 2 1 fs  12th–14th c. 

12 HOLG   1 6 1   L.13th–E.14th c. 
12 MCW   1 16 1 abundant fs, occ mica  12th–14th c. 
12 MCW   2 2 2 fs  12th–14th c. 
12 WVCW BL EVSQ 1 23 1 edge lost 13-14 12th–14th c. 
36 BORD DS FTEV 3 106 1   16th–18th c. 
36 CTW   3 10 1   16th c. 
36 GRE   8 74 5   16th–18th c. 
36 GRE   1 27 1 burnt ext  16th–18th c. 
36 GRE   6 409 1 reduced ext  16th–18th c. 
36 GRE BL SQBD 1 33 1   16th–18th c. 
36 IGBW   3 163 1 globular?  16th–18th c. 
36 LMT   4 43 3   15th–16th c. 
36 LMT   1 8 1 micaceous, reduced ext  15th–16th c. 
36 LMT JR? COMP 1 8 1   15th–16th c. 
36 LMT MG?  1 4 1   15th–16th c. 
36 MCWM   1 12 1 pale grey fsm, fine burnt-out org  12th–14th c. 
36 MCWM LD  1 31 1 edge or rim worn, poss LMT but no 

glaze 
 12th–14th c. 

36 NLLM   3 23 1 hard, reduced surfaces  15th–16th c. 
36 PMSW BL EV 1 75 1   17th–19th c. 
42 EMW   2 5 2   11th–12th c. 
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Context Fabric Form Rim No Wt/g MNV Notes Spot date Date range 
42 MCW   1 2 1 fs with sparse red cp & occ mica, 

buff 
 12th–14th c. 

44 GIPS   1 16 1   650–850 
46 EMW   1 1 1   11th–12th c. 
46 MCW   1 5 1 whitish int, abundant ms, occ. flint, 

fine burnt-out org 
 12th–14th c. 

46 UNID   1 2 1 orange, ms, occ fine calc, poss a 
flake of CBM 

  

48 EMW   1 8 1   11th–12th c. 
48 MCW   1 8 1 abundant white, grey & clear ms  12th–14th c. 
50 GIPS   1 11 1 or poss ESCQ  650–850 
50 HOLL   2 6 2   13th–14th c.? 
50 HOLL BL EVSQ 1 12 1  13-14 13th–14th c.? 
50 MCW   1 12 1 fsm  12th–14th c. 
50 MCW   1 1 1 moderate white, grey & clear ms  12th–14th c. 
50 MCW   1 8 1 sim to LMU  12th–14th c. 
50 MCW   5 22 1 whitish int, abundant ms, occ. flint, 

fine burnt-out org 
 12th–14th c. 

55 LMT   4 30 4   15th–16th c. 
55 LMT PK? COMP 1 5 1 burnt  15th–16th c. 
59 STNE   1 3 1   850–1150 
66 LMT   6 97 1 fsm  15th–16th c. 
66 LMT   1 6 1 fsm, flake  15th–16th c. 
66 LMT   2 15 1 red with dk grey core, fs  15th–16th c. 
66 LMT JG COLL 2 23 1 fsm  15th–16th c. 
67 HOLL   5 27 5   13th–14th c.? 
67 LMT   5 82 1   15th–16th c. 
67 LMT   1 7 1 hard, fsm  15th–16th c. 
67 LMT   4 24 1 joining sherds, but one fully oxid, 

others fully reduced 
 15th–16th c. 

67 LMT   2 5 2 or poss HOLG  15th–16th c. 
67 LMT   3 16 3 oxid red ext, 2 int  15th–16th c. 
67 LMT   3 44 1 pale orange ext, lt grey int  15th–16th c. 
67 LMT   2 12 2 pale pink, could be HOLL/WVCW  15th–16th c. 
67 LMT   1 3 1 poss earlier  15th–16th c. 
67 LMT   1 6 1 red with grey int  15th–16th c. 
67 LMT   2 9 2 reduced  15th–16th c. 
67 LMT   1 21 1 thick deposit int, unburnt food res?  15th–16th c. 
67 LMT   1 4 1 thin glaze  15th–16th c. 
67 LMT BL COMP 1 30 1   15th–16th c. 
67 LMT BL? COMP 1 9 1   15th–16th c. 
67 LMT JR/PK COMP 1 4 1   15th–16th c. 
67 MCW   2 12 1 abundant fs, occ mica  12th–14th c. 
67 MCW   3 10 3 moderate white, grey & clear ms  12th–14th c. 
67 MCWM   4 12 4 fsm, v fine, sim to LMU but more 

micaceous 
 12th–14th c. 

69 HOLG   1 14 1   L.13th–E.14th c. 
69 LMT   1 10 1 fsm  15th–16th c. 
69 LMT   1 32 1 red ext, grey int  15th–16th c. 
69 MCW   1 10 1 lt grey fs, sim to LMU  12th–14th c. 
76 HOLL   1 12 1 oxid ext, poss LMT  13th–14th c.? 
76 LMT   2 23 1   15th–16th c. 
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Context Fabric Form Rim No Wt/g MNV Notes Spot date Date range 
76 MCW   1 5 1 abundant white, grey & clear ms, 

red & black cp 
 12th–14th c. 

76 MCW   1 9 1 f/ms, burnt out org  12th–14th c. 
80 GIPS   2 22 2   650–850 
82 COLC   1 2 1   L.13th–M.16th 

c. 
82 GRE   1 3 1   16th–18th c. 
82 HOLL   1 4 1   13th–14th c.? 
86 HOLL   1 3 1   13th–14th c.? 
86 LMT   1 5  burnt  15th–16th c. 
87 LMT   1 7 1   15th–16th c. 
87 LMT   1 4 1 inner surface lost  15th–16th c. 
87 LMT BL COMP 6 102 1 lipped  15th–16th c. 
87 LMT PK  2 34 1   15th–16th c. 
88 LMT   5 55 3   15th–16th c. 
88 LMT   1 3 1 dk grey  15th–16th c. 
88 LMT   1 1 1 dk red  15th–16th c. 
88 LMT   1 3 1 dk red, poss earlier  15th–16th c. 
88 LMT   1 4 1 fsmcp  15th–16th c. 
88 LMT   1 3  inner surface lost  15th–16th c. 
88 LMT   1 56 1 reduced surface  15th–16th c. 
88 LMT   1 10 1 thick pooled glaze  15th–16th c. 
88 LMT   1 7 1 thick, inner surface lost  15th–16th c. 
90 HOLL   5 35 3   13th–14th c.? 
90 HOLL   1 7 1 dk grey with buff ext  13th–14th c.? 
90 HOLL   1 6  oxid ext  13th–14th c.? 
90 HOLL JR LSEV 1 6 1 oxid core 13-14 13th–14th c.? 
90 HOLLCP JR EVSQ 4 37 1 cp type 13-14  
90 LMT   1 1 1 fsm, oxid, could be Rickinghall 

coarseware 
 15th–16th c. 

90 MCW   1 11 1 fs  12th–14th c. 
90 MCW   1 4 1 moderate white, grey & clear ms  12th–14th c. 
90 MCW   1 2 1 ms, sparse calc  12th–14th c. 
90 MCW   1 6 1 sim to HOLL but with sparse chalk  12th–14th c. 
90 MCW JR EVSQ 1 16 1 fs 13-14 12th–14th c. 
90 MCWC   1 1 1 ms, coarse chalk  12th–14th c. 
98 MCWM   1 3 1 fsm, sparse Fe  12th–14th c. 

102 GIPS   2 5 1   650–850 
107 HOLG   3 55 1   L.13th–E.14th c. 
107 HOLL   12 46 10   13th–14th c.? 
107 HOLL   5 22 1 oxid ext, poss LMT  13th–14th c.? 
107 LEPM MG?  4 113 1  16 16th c. 
107 LMT   2 40 2   15th–16th c. 
107 LMT   1 9 1 fabric as HOLL  15th–16th c. 
107 LMT   1 6 1 fs  15th–16th c. 
107 LMT   1 2 1 fs, sparse mica  15th–16th c. 
107 LMT   1 8 1 fs/ms with red sparse cp  15th–16th c. 
107 LMT   1 3 1 orange/lt grey, sparse fe  15th–16th c. 
107 LMT   1 4 1 poss glazed Rickinghall-type?  15th–16th c. 
107 MCW   4 26 1 abundant ms, buff surfaces, grey 

core 
 12th–14th c. 
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Context Fabric Form Rim No Wt/g MNV Notes Spot date Date range 
107 MCW   1 8 1 fs with sparse coarse calc  12th–14th c. 
107 MCW   2 11 2 fs with sparse cq  12th–14th c. 
107 MCW   1 33 1 fs, sparse mica  12th–14th c. 
107 MCW   4 14 1 fsmcp  12th–14th c. 
107 MCW   1 4 1 moderate white, grey & clear ms, 

brown 
 12th–14th c. 

107 MCW   9 42 9 ms, buff & grey  12th–14th c. 
107 MCW   1 20 1 ms, buff with grey core  12th–14th c. 
107 MCW   2 48 1 thick, abundant fs, sparse mica, 

some burnt-out org 
 12th–14th c. 

107 MCW   4 20 1 thin, moderate white, grey & clear 
ms, sparse flint 

 12th–14th c. 

107 MCW BL EVSQ 1 41 1 moderate white, grey & clear ms, 
black 

13-14 12th–14th c. 

107 MCW BL EVSQ 1 24 1 moderate white, grey & clear ms, 
brown surfaces 

13-14 12th–14th c. 

107 MCW JR EVBD 1 22 1 moderate white, grey & clear ms, 
brown surfaces 

13 12th–14th c. 

107 MCWG   1 5 1 ms with common cs  L.11th–13th c? 
107 MCWM   5 63 5   12th–14th c. 
107 MCWM   2 10 2 lt grey, sparse fe  12th–14th c. 
107 MCWM BL EVEV 1 46 1  13-14 12th–14th c. 
107 MCWM BL? THEV 1 9 1  13-14 12th–14th c. 
107 MCWM JG UPTH 2 12 1 orange/lt grey, sparse fe, poss 

LMT 
13-14 12th–14th c. 

107 MCWM JR COLL 2 17 1 lt grey, sparse fe 13-14+ 12th–14th c. 
107 WVCW   4 20 4 fs, sim to LMU  12th–14th c. 

 
Key: Forms: BL – bowl; DS – dish; JG – jug; JR – jar; LD – lid; MG – mug; PK - pipkin. 
Rims: COLL - collared; COMP – complex late square-beaded; EV – everted; EVBD – everted with 
rounded bead; EVEV – everted with more everted tip; EVSQ – everted square beaded; FTEV – flat-
topped everted; LSEV – lid-seated everted; SQBD – square beaded; THEV – thickened everted; UPTH – 
upright thickened. 
Notes: fs/ms/cs – fine sandy/medium/coarse sandy; cq – coarse quartz; oxid – oxidised; ext/int – 
external/internal; Fe – iron; calc – calcareous. 

B.2 Ceramic Building Material 

By Sue Anderson  

Introduction 

B.2.1 Thirty fragments of CBM (1507g) were recovered from nine contexts (Table 5). Table 4 
shows the quantities by form. 

Type Form Code No Wt/g 
Roofing Plain roof tile: medieval RTM 5 214 
 Plain roof tile: late/post-medieval RTP 17 499 
 Ridge tile? RID? 1 25 
 Roof tile? RT? 1 3 
Walling Early brick EB 1 79 
 Later brick LB 4 135 
Flooring Quarry floor tile QFT 1 552 
Totals   30 1507 
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Table 4. CBM quantities by form 

B.2.2 Plain roof tile fragments were the most common type of CBM in the assemblage. These 
included several fragments of medieval roof tile with reduced cores in medium sandy fabrics. 
Other fragments of plain roof tile were fully oxidised and probably late or post-medieval, but 
this group also contained a fairly high proportion of medium sandy fabrics, some with flint, 
ferrous, and/or clay pellet inclusions. A few fragments were joining, so there was a maximum 
of 18 plain tiles in the group. One fragment in an orange medium sandy fabric with ferrous 
particles from layer (107) has been identified as a possible ridge tile, although it appeared 
similar to local field drains – however the sanded underside was more typical of a roof tile. 

B.2.3 One fragment of an estuarine clay brick was recovered from post-medieval ditch fill 
(36); it had straw imperssions in the base. Later bricks were represented by three joining 
pieces from ditch fill (88) in a medium sandy grog and ferrous fabric, which appeared to be 
burnt or overfired, and a heavily abraded fragment of medium sandy flint and ferrous fabric 
in ditch fill (36).  

B.2.4 A worn fragment of quarry floor tile in a fine sandy fabric with clay pellets was also 
found in ditch fill (36). It appeared to have been sawn along one edge after firing and 
measured 102+mm wide and 36+mm thick. 

Table 5. CBM catalogue 

context fabric form no wt/g abr width height mortar glaze comments date discard? 
5 mscp RTP 1 3 +      pmed y 
5 fscp RTP 1 11 +      pmed y 
9 ms RTP 1 4 +      pmed y 
36 ms RTP 2 48 ++      pmed y 
36 est EB 1 79 +     strawed base 13-15 ? 
36 fscp QFT 1 552 + 102+ 36   worn, poss 

sawn edge? 
pmed y 

36 msffe LB 1 71 ++      pmed y 
44 msffe RTP 1 23 +      pmed y 
55 fs RT? 1 3 +     flake ?  
67 msffe RTP 7 172 +      pmed y 
67 msf RTP 4 238 +     joining frags pmed y 
87 ms RTM 1 39      reduced 

surfaces & 
core 

med  

88 ms RTM 3 75      joining frags, 
same type as 
(87) but not 
same tile 

med  

88 msg RTM 1 100 +   thin 
white 

  med  

88 msgfe LB 3 64 +     joining frags, 
burnt/overfired 

lmed?  

107 msfe RID? 1 25 +  12   curving, 
orange, could 
be FD, but 
sanded 
underside 

pmed??  
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Fabrics: est – estuarine clays; fs/ms – fine/medium sandy; cp – clay pellets; f – flint; fe – ferrous; g – 
grog. 

B.3 Fired Clay 

By Sue Anderson  

Introduction 

B.3.1 Twenty-eight fragments (166g) of fired clay were collected from nine contexts (Table 
6), seven in association with post-Roman pottery. All fragments were abraded and in 
two main fabrics, a fine sandy variety with chalk (or voids) and a medium sandy type 
with chalk. Colours varied from buff through orange and red to brown and dark grey, 
with the reduced dark grey areas largely representing the cores of fragments. Surfaces 
which survived were generally irregular or flattish and some pieces had straw 
impressions. Two flattish fragments from layer (107) measured 18+mm thick. The 
fragments were not diagnostic for function, but probably represent fragments of oven 
dome or hearth lining. 

Table 6. Fired Clay Catalogue  

Context Fabric Type No Wt/g Colour Surface Impressions Abr Notes 
7 fsc  4 10 brown-dk grey irreg straw in surface +  
9 fsc  8 29 orange-dk grey irreg straw +  

18 fsv  1 1 red-dk grey irreg  +  
50 fsc  1 13 red-dk grey irreg  ++  
67 msc  4 21 buff-dk grey flattish  +  
67 msc  1 8 buff-orange irreg straw +  
67 fsc  3 8 buff-orange irreg  +  
88 fsc  2 25 red-drk grey irreg, convex?  +  
90 fsc  1 3 dk grey   +  

102 fsc  1 4 buff-red flattish straw +  
107 fsc  2 44 buff-red flattish  + 18+mm 

thick 
Fabrics: fsc/msc – fine/medium sandy with chalk; fsv – fine sandy with voids 

B.4 Metalwork 

By Simon Birnie  

Introduction and Methodology 

B.4.1 An assemblage of 23 metallic small finds were recovered, 21 (91.3%) of these finds 
were from stratified deposits. Every metallic item was examined, assigned a 
preliminary identification and, where possible, a date range. The results were put into 
three tables, Table 7: Silver catalogue, Table 8: Copper alloy catalogue and Table 9: 
Iron catalogue, these tables can be seen below.  

Results  

B.4.2 There was a total of three silver finds, these were all coins. SF.1 was a long cross 
penny of Edward II (1307-1327AD).   SF.2 was a short cross cut quarter from a penny 
dating between 1180-1247AD. Both SF.1 and SF.2 were recovered from the topsoil. 
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SF.4 was a Venetian solidino dating 1400-1413AD, this was recovered from layer 55 in 
Trench 5. 

B.4.3 A single copper alloy find was recovered, SF.6, this was a buckle dating between the 
13th and 14th century. This item was recovered from Ditch 81, Trench 11.  

B.4.4 A total of 19 iron finds were recovered (83% of total finds made), all from stratified 
deposits. All iron finds (apart from SF.8 which came from an undated context) came 
from deposits consistently containing pottery dating between the 15th and 16th 
century, the most notable being SF.10, a possible knife blade found in Ditch 85, 
Trench 11. The remainder of the iron finds came in the form of two pin-tie staples, 
probable nails and nail fragments, these were in varying states of 
condition/corrosion. 

 

Table 7. Silver Catalogue 
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11 6 Buckle 82/81 High 
Medieval 

A single looped D-shaped buckle retaining a 
complete copper alloy pin and strap-bar, this 
example dates between the 13th and 14th century. 
Its dimensions are 19.30mm x 14.15mm x 2.61mm 
thick, the pin measures 16.26mm in length. 
During this period, single looped buckles were the 
most common buckles in use, these were gradually 
replaced in the 15th century by double looped 
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6 1 Coin 10 High 
Medieval 

A long cross penny of Edward II (1307-1327AD). In 
worn condition, minted in London (Spink and Son 2010, 
166). Weight: 1.28g.  

N N 

21 2 Coin 1 Medieval A cut quarter from a short cross penny, in a worn 
condition, dating between 1180 and 1247AD. Weight: 
0.31g 
There was a total of four monarchs who issued the 
short cross penny: Henry II (1154-1189AD), Richard I 
(1189-1199AD), John (1199-1272AD) and Henry III 
(1216-1272AD) (Portable Antiquities Scheme) (PAS). 

N N 

5 4 Coin 55 Post- 
Medieval 

A Venetian solidino dating from the early 15th century. 
During this period the English economy suffered a 
serious shortage of English half pennies and the 
population began to use foreign coinage as small 
change, the chosen coin was Venetian solidino. This 
example is a Type A issued by Doge Michele Steno 
(1400-1413AD). The obverse displays Doge standing 
left, holding a standard in both hands and a six-pointed 
star. The reverse displays a winged and nimbate lion of 
Saint Mark in a sitting position, this is the Coat of Arms 
of the City of Venice (PAS). Weight 0.31g.  
 

N N 
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buckles, by the 17th century the double looped 
buckle had almost completely replaced the single 
loop buckle on personal dress (Whitehead 1996, 
16-19). 

Table 8. Copper alloy catalogue 
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11 5 Nails / Nail 
Fragments 

88/85 Post- 
Medieval 

A group of nine nails/nail fragments 
displaying moderate corrosion. The two 
complete examples have a sub-oval head. 
The longest complete example measures 
76.17mm in length, with a sub-oval head 
measuring 15.27mm x 11.85mm.  

N N Y  

13 7 Nails 36/35 Post- 
Medieval 

A group of five highly corroded objects. 
Three of these are possibly nail fragments. 
The other two items are possibly tie-pins, 
they display folded looped ends. These 
could have been hammered into a wall 
allowing for a suspension cord to have been 
strung between them. The tie-pins measure 
95.31mm and 94.22mm in length. 

N N Y 

18 8 Nail 
Fragment 

9/6 Unknown A corroded probable nail fragment with a 
rounded body, it measures 35.46mm in 
length with a body diameter of 7.01mm. 

N N Y 

5 9  Staple 
Fragment 

55/53 Post- 
Medieval 

A sub-rectangular tapered staple with 
surviving hooked end, it displays moderate 
corrosion. The item measures 79.37mm in 
length with a thickness of up 8.17mm. It has 
a width of 13.21mm taping down to 5.12mm 
at the hook. 

N N Y 

11 10 ?Knife  
Blade 

88/85 Post- 
Medieval 

A sub-rectangular piece of iron, probably a 
knife blade. It appears to have a shaft which 
would have allowed it to have been attached 
to a wooden or bone handle, this shaft joins 
the main body of the blade which tapers to a 
broken pointed tip. It measures a total of 
138.19mm in length with a thickness of up to 
7.80mm. The shaft measures 26.37mm in 
length with a width of 14.13mm. The object 
displays a moderate degree of corrosion.    

N N Y 

Table 9. Iron catalogue 

B.5 Glass 

By Carole Fletcher  

Introduction 

B.5.1 A small assemblage of window glass weighing 0.008kg was scanned, catalogued, 
weighed and recorded as individual pieces where possible. The glass and archive are 
curated by Oxford Archaeology East. 
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B.5.2 The assemblage consists of two shards of window glass from different ditches, 35 and 
85. The shards are in a relatively poor state, the glass patinated and iridescent. Neither 
fragment could be closely dated however window glass from ditch 35, was found 
alongside sherds of 17th century pottery (see Anderson, section B1), and mid 17th century 
clay tobacco pipe (see Fletcher, section B7) and is likely to be of similar date or slightly earlier. 
Ditch 85 produced late 14th-mid 16th century pottery (see Anderson, section B1), the 
fragment of glass recovered is possibly 16th or 17th century in date. 

B.5.3 Consisting entirely of window glass, the assemblage may indicate the presence of 
buildings, however the level of abrasion and condition suggest that this material 
represents general rubbish deposition or clearance. The plain and fragmentary nature 
of the assemblage means it is of little significance. If no further work is undertaken 
the following catalogue acts as a full record, and the glass may be deselected prior 
to archive deposition. 

B.5.4 Table 10. Glass catalogue 
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Glass 
Type 

Description  Coount Weight 
(kg) 

Date  

13 36 35 Window Small irregular 
fragment of highly 
iridescent and flaking, 
flat clear glass with 
greenish colouration. 
44mm x 38mm x 3mm 
thick. 

1 0.007 Not 
closely 
datable. 

11 88 85 Window Small irregular 
fragment of iridescent 
and flaking, flat clear 
glass with greenish 
colouration. Surface 
appearance is very 
dark green. 32mm x 
16mm x 2.4mm thick. 

1 0.001 Not 
closely 
datable. 

Total     2 0.008  
Table 10. Glass. 

B.6 Clay Tobacco Pipe 

By Carole Fletcher  

Introduction 

B.6.1 During the excavation, four fragments of white ball clay tobacco pipe weighing 0.025kg 
were recovered from ditch 35. Terminology used in this report is taken from Oswald’s 
simplified general typology (Oswald 1975, 37–41) and Crummy and Hind (Crummy 
1988, 47-66). A quantification table for the clay pipes can be found at the end of this 
report, based on the recording methods recommended by the Society for Clay Pipe 
Research (http://scpr.co/PDFs/Resources/White%20BAR%20Appendix%204.pdf). 
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Stem borehole diameter recording has not been undertaken on this assemblage due 
to its limited size. 

B.6.2 Table 11. Clay Tobacco Pipe Catalogue  

TTr
en

ch
  

CCo
nt

ex
t  

CCu
t  

FForm  NNo of pipe 
sstem 
ffragments  

NNo of 
ccomplete 
bbowls or 
ffragments  

DDescription  WWeight 
((kg)  

Date  

13 36 35 Pipe stem 3  Three pipe stem fragments 
86mm long 6-8mm in 
diameter, 76mm long 7-9mm 
in diameter and 37mm long 
9-10mm in diameter, all 

0.017 Not 
closely 
datable 

   Bowl 
Oswald 
type 6 

 1 Broken bowl of Oswald type 
6, with only a tiny piece of 
rim surviving at the front, 
showing rouletting. Oval flat 
heel, very short stub of 
surviving oval stem, poorly 

0.008 c.1640-
60 

Total    3 1  0.025  

Table 11. Clay Tobacco Pipe 
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APPENDIX C ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS 
C.1 Faunal Remains 

By Zoe Ui Choileain  

Introduction 

C.1.1 A total weight of 1818g or 66 fragments of identifiable animal bone was recovered 
from Fairfield Road, Framlingham in Suffolk. The site was primarily medieval in date, 
and the majority of the bone was recovered from pits and ditches. 

Methodology 

C.1.2 All bone analysed was hand collected on site. All identifiable elements were recorded 
using a version of the criteria described in Davis (1987). Identification of the 
assemblage was undertaken with the aid of Schmid (1972), plus use of the OAE 
reference collection. The assemblage was too small and fragmented for most 
taphonomic information to be observed. The preservation of the cortical bone was 
evaluated using the 0-5 scale devised for human bone by McKinley (2004, 16 fig. 6).  

Results  

C.1.3 Results are presented in Table 12 below. All bone identified was from domestic farming 
species that were common during the medieval period. The majority of bone was from 
young adult which is in keeping for medieval husbandry practices, as cattle were 
slaughtered when reaching their optimum. The MNI (minimum number of individuals) 
was one for every species bar cattle which had an MNI of 2. 

Cattle Sheep/goat Pig Dog Galliforme-sized bird 
2 1 1 1 1 
Table 12. Minimum number of individuals 

C.1.4 A small number of butchery marks were present primarily on cattle and large mammal 
bones. These were observed primarily on ribs and the distal ends of long bones. 
Butchery marks took the form of both chop marks as made by a cleaver and cut marks 
made by a smaller knife (O Connor,1994, 47). 
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Context Element Taxon 

W
ei

gh
t Number of 

frags 

Er
os

io
n Age Butchery 

12 Loose mand 
cheek tooth 

Cattle 17 1 1  Yes - 

12 Skull Large 
mammal 

13 1 1  - - 

12 Vertebra Large 
mammal 

15 1 1  - - 

16 Skull Cattle 254 1 2  Yes - 
36 Mandible Cattle 156 1 1  Yes - 
36 Metacarpus Cattle 110 1 1  Yes Yes 
36 Long bone Large 

mammal 
27 1 1  - - 

36 Pelvis Large 
mammal 

78 1 1  - Yes 

36 Rib Large 
mammal 

69 6 2  - Yes 

36 Skull Large 
mammal 

50 1 1  - - 

36 Mandible Medium 
mammal 

24 1 2  Yes - 

36 Loose mand 
cheek tooth 

Pig 1 1 1  Yes - 

36 Metacarpus III Pig 8 1 1  Yes - 
42 Humerus Cattle 138 1 2 Yes Yes 
44 Calcaneus dog 4 1 1  Yes - 
44 Metapodial Sheep/Goat 6 1 1 - - 
48 Horncore Cattle 36 1 2  - - 
48 Vertebra Medium 

mammal 
7 1 1 - - 

55 Calcaneus Cattle 46 1 2  - - 
55 Metatarsus Cattle 19 1 1 - - 
55 Femur Medium 

mammal 
11 1 1  - - 

55 Skull Medium 
mammal 

5 1 1  - - 

55 Radius Sheep/Goat 14 1 2  Yes - 
59 Long bone Galliforme 

sized bird 
5 2 1  - - 

59 Metatarsus Cattle 68 1 2 Yes - 
59 Metapodial Sheep/Goat 9 1 1  - - 
76 Loose mand 

cheek tooth 
Cattle 15 1 1  Yes - 

76 Metacarpus Cattle 24 1 2  Yes - 
76 Rib Medium 

mammal 
1 1 1  - Yes 

82 Mandible Large 
mammal 

7 1 2  - - 

82 Humerus Sheep/Goat 9 1 1  - - 
86 Mandible Cattle 33 1 1  - - 
86 Vertebra Large 

mammal 
13 1 1  Yes - 

87 PH1 Cattle 23 1 1  Yes - 
87 Fibula Pig 3 1 2  - - 
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Table 13. Bone catalogue 

* Erosion grades (simplified version of Brickley & McKinley 2004, 14-15) 

Discussion and conclusions  

C.1.5 This is a small assemblage and most likely represents domestic faunal waste. The 
average age of animals at time of death suggests that these individuals were primarily 
exploited for their meat. The cut marks observed conform to butchery practices for 
the medieval period. The assemblage has very low potential for providing further 
information on diet or industrial practices. No further work is suggested. 

C.2 Environmental Samples 

By Rachel Fosberry  

Introduction 

C.2.1 Ten bulk samples were taken from features within the evaluated area at Fairfield Road, 
Framlingham, Suffolk in order to assess the quality of preservation of plant remains 
and their potential to provide useful data as part of further archaeological 

87 Metapodial Pig 9 2 1 Yes - 
88 Humerus Galliforme 

sized bird 
1 1 1  - - 

88 Pelvis Galliforme 
sized bird 

3 1 1  - - 

88 Scapula Galliforme 
sized bird 

1 1 1  - - 

88 Mandible Cattle 175 1 1  - - 
88 Metapodial Cattle 79 1 2  Yes - 
88 PH1 Cattle 4 1 1 Yes - 
88 Radius Cattle 104 1 2  Yes - 
88 Long bone Large 

mammal 
5 1 2  - Yes 

88 Rib Large 
mammal 

18 1 1  - Yes 

88 Skull Large 
mammal 

40 1 1  - - 

88 Vertebra Large 
mammal 

10 1 1  - - 

88 Mandible Medium 
mammal 

5 1 3  - - 

88 Rib Medium 
mammal 

2 1 1  - - 

88 Skull Medium 
mammal 

11 1 1  - - 

88 Fibula Pig 3 1 1  - - 
88 Mand Canine Pig 1 1 1 Yes - 
88 Metapodial Pig 6 2 1  Yes - 
88 Pelvis Pig 3 1 1  - - 
88 Humerus Sheep/Goat 1 1 1  - - 
88 Loose mand 

cheek tooth 
Sheep/Goat 15 1 1  Yes - 

88 Mandible Sheep/Goat 4 2 1  - - 
TOTALS:  57 1818 66    
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investigations.  Samples were taken from features encountered within trenches 3, 5, 
9, 10, 11, 18 and 30 from deposits that are thought to be predominantly medieval. 

Methodology 

C.2.2 The total volume (up to 18L) of each of the samples was processed by tank flotation 
using modified Siraff-type equipment for the recovery of preserved plant remains, 
dating evidence and any other artefactual evidence that might be present. The floating 
component (flot) of the samples was collected in a 0.3mm nylon mesh and the residue 
was washed through 10mm, 5mm, 2mm and a 0.5mm sieve. 

C.2.3 The dried flots were scanned using a binocular microscope at magnifications up to x 
60 and an abbreviated list of the recorded remains are presented in Table 1. 
Identification of plant remains is with reference to the Digital Seed Atlas of the 
Netherlands (Cappers et al. 2006) and the authors' own reference collection. 
Nomenclature is according to Zohary and Hopf (2000) for cereals and Stace (1997) for 
other plants. Plant remains have been identified to species where possible. The 
identification of cereals has been based on the characteristic morphology of the grains 
and chaff as described by Jacomet (2006).  

Quantif ication 

C.2.4 For the purpose of this initial assessment, items such as seeds and cereal grains have 
been scanned and recorded qualitatively according to the following categories: 

# = 1-5, ## = 6-25 specimens 

C.2.5 Items that cannot be easily quantified such as charcoal has been scored for abundance 

+ = rare, ++ = moderate, +++ = abundant 

Results  

C.2.6 Preservation of plant remains is poor to moderate with only occasional charred cereal 
grains present in four out of the ten samples. Single indeterminate charred grains are 
present in pit 29 and ditch 85. Occasional charred grains of wheat (Triticum sp.), barley 
(Hordeum sp.) and oats (Avena sp.) are present in layer 67 and occasional charred 
wheat grains were recovered from layer 93. 

C.2.7 The residue of Sample 8, fill 87 of ditch 85 was notably rich in domestic and culinary 
waste in the form of animal bone, fish bone, marine mollusc shell and pottery. 

Samp
le 
No. 

Conte
xt No. 

Featu
re 
No. 

Featu
re 
Type 

% 
conte
xt 
sampl
ed 

Area/tre
nch No. 

Volum
e 
process
ed (L) 

Flot 
Volu
me 
(ml) 

Preservat
ion 

Cerea
ls 

Charc
oal 
<2mm 

Charc
oal > 
2mm 

Potte
ry 

Large 
mam
mal 
bones 

Fish 
bon
es 

1 16 15 Gully <5 9 17 10 none 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2 19 17 Ditch <5 18 7 10 charred 0 ++ 0 0 0 0 

3 30 29 Pit 50 9 3 1 charred # + 0 0 0 0 
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4 59 58 Pit <10 3 18 5 charred 0 + 0 0 ## 0 

5 67 65 Pit <5 5 16 20 charred ## ++++ +++ 0 # 0 

6 55 53 Sprea
d <5 5 18 20 none 0 0 0 0 # 0 

7 80 79 Ditch <5 10 17 5 none 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8 87 85 Ditch <5 11 18 30 charred # +++ +++ # ## # 

9 68 - Layer <5 5 15 15 charred ## ++ ++ # 0 0 

10 102 101 Hollo
w <5 30 17 1 charred 0 + 0 0 # 0 

Table 14. Environmental samples from ESF25521 

Discussion 

C.2.8 The recovery of charred grain from two features in Trench 5 indicates that there is 
potential for the preservation of plant remains in this area of the site. 

C.3 Mollusca 

By Carole Fletcher  

C.3.1 A  total of 1.238kg of shells were collected by hand during the excavation. The shells 
recovered are all edible examples from estuarine, coastal waters and intertidal zones. 
The shell is relatively moderately well preserved and does not appear to have been 
deliberately broken or crushed. The shells were weighed and recorded by species, the 
minimum number of individuals was not recorded due to the small size of the 
assemblage, although right and left valves are noted when identification can be made. 
There is no evidence of damage in the form of small 'V' or 'U' shaped hole on the outer 
edge of the outer left valves that would indicate the opening or shucking of the oyster 
prior to its consumption. The majority of the shell is oyster Ostrea edulis, the largest 
number of shells was recovered from ditch 85, with several whelks Buccinum undatum 
recovered from ditch 79, and a single example of a mussel Mytilus edulis found in ditch 
85. The shells recovered are general discarded food waste and, although not closely 
datable in themselves, may be dated by their association with pottery also recovered 
from the features (see Anderson section B1). If no further work is undertaken Table 15 
acts as a full catalogue and the shell may be deselected prior to archival deposition.  
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C.3.2 Table 15. Mollusca Catalogue 
Tr

en
ch

 

Co
nt

ex
t 

Cu
t 

Species Common 
Name 

Habitat Total 
No. of 
Shells 

Description 

W
ei

gh
t 

(k
g)

 

13 36 35  Ostrea 
edulis 

Oyster Estuarine 
and shallow 
coastal 
water 

3 Partial left valve and 
two indeterminate 
partial valves. 

0.014 

4 50 49  Ostrea 
edulis 

Oyster Estuarine 
and shallow 
coastal 
water 

1 Near complete right 
valve. 

0.020 

5 55  Ostrea 
edulis 

Oyster Estuarine 
and shallow 
coastal 
water 

4 Three near complete 
and one partial left 
valves. 

0.017 

3 59 58  Ostrea 
edulis 

Oyster Estuarine 
and shallow 
coastal 
water 

2 One near complete 
and one partial left 
valves. 

0.048 

10 80 79  Ostrea 
edulis 

Oyster Estuarine 
and shallow 
coastal 
water 

1 Near complete left 
valve. 

0.111 

   Buccinum 
undatum 

Common 
Whelk 

Shallow and 
deeper 
coastal 
waters 

9 Four complete and five 
partial shells. 

 

11 82 81  Ostrea 
edulis 

Oyster Estuarine 
and shallow 
coastal 
water 

1 Partial right valve 0.008 

11 86 85 Ostrea 
edulis 

Oyster Estuarine 
and shallow 
coastal 
water 

8 One complete and 
three partial left 
valves. 
One complete and 
three partial right 

l

0.113 
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11 87 85  Ostrea 
edulis 

Oyster Estuarine 
and shallow 
coastal 
water 

14 One complete (purple 
colouration) and two 
partial left valves. 
Six complete, four near 
complete and one 
partial right valves. 

0.183 

   Mytilus Mussel Intertidal 1 One partial valve.  

11 88 85 Ostrea 
edulis 

Oyster Estuarine 
and shallow 
coastal 
water 

43 
 

Four complete, four 
near complete and 
seven partial left 
valves. 
Eight complete, twelve 
near complete and 
eight partial right 

0.710 

30 102 101 Ostrea 
edulis 

Oyster Estuarine 
and shallow 
coastal 
water 

1 Partial right valve. 0.014 

 Total     88  1.238 

Table 15. Mollusca. 
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Figure 2: Trench Location Plan
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Figure 3: Site plan overlain with geophysics and fieldwalking survey results
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Figure 4: Area of archaeological activity
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Plate 2: Stone surface 69, view from south-west 

Plate 1: Pit 58, view from south-east 
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Plate 3: Stone surface 70 and overlying charcoal deposit 68, view from north-east

Plate 4: Section of deposits 66, 68, stone surface (69-70), sealing deposit 67, view from north-west 
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Plate 5: Pond 71, view from west68, view from north-east

Plate 6: Trench 4, view from north
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Plate 7: Trench 11, view from south-east

Plate 8: Trench 27, view from north
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Plate 9: Pond 27, view from west 

Plate 10: Trench 30, view from south-west



 

   

 


